
GENERAL INFORMATION



COURIER GENERAL INFORMATION

IMPORT

Up to USD3,000.00 with no broker and with no need of import 
customs registration (RADAR) through Simplified Taxation 

Up to USD1,000.00 (with DRE) / over this value 
throught DU-E (Single export document) withou broker 

Companies for resale or not Companies for resale or not

Individuals (not for resale) Individuals (not for resale)

Unnacompanied baggage apllying RTS (2) Unnacompanied baggage

Individuals with no annual value limit No limits of shipments or value per year

For companies apply TSP (3) up to USD100,000.00 / year 
for materials for resale this information must be stated at 
commercial invoice

Necessary Nota Fiscal and commercial invoice

Samples with no commercial value and used materials (4) are 
import tax exempted Shipments may be subjected to invasive inspection

CPF / CNPJ / Passport number (for foreigns) is necessary under 
penalty of non conclusion of clearance process and return to origin 
requirement from customs

Documents referring to the shipment must be kept according to 
Law 10833 of Dec 29th, 2003

Freight value must be informed on commercial invoice regardless 
of the payer

Commercial invoice must follow with the shipment

Shipment will be available for 20 days after arrival, if there´s any 
pending issue, under penalty to have shipment returned to origin

Dimensions limit for non invasive inspection: 90cm x 100cm

Shipments may be subjected to invasive inspection

Documents referring to the shipment must be kept according to 
Law 10833 of Dec 29th, 2003
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1. Simplified taxation - import duty (II)of 60% (for all products) - Regional tax (ICMS) in average 
 18% according to the final destination. IPI, PIS, COFINS (other taxes) exempted

2. Except for used material

3. TSP - Simplified Product Table informs the products allowed to be brought as courier for resale

4. Used material allowed are only personal effects and temporary export return

Books, newspapers are import tax exempted. Dimensions limit for non invasive inspection: 90cm x 100cm

EXPORT



FORBIDDEN MATERIALS IN COURIER

Products that require Import License Used or reconditioned material (but personal effects)

Beverages Asbestos

Tobacco Firearms and ammunition

Wildlife animals Antiques and artwork

Wildlife plants Ivory

Diamonds (HS 7102) Flammable materials or dangerous

Illegal drugs Gambling material

Humam parts, including ashes Precious or semi-precious stones and jewlery 

Other products which import or export is prohibited or 
product is not allowed for air transportation according 
to specific law

Fake products

Money (any currency) Chemicals
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